CodeScience for Work.com
Options to help ISVs accelerate Work.com strategy

The Problem:
In May 2020, Salesforce released Work.com with the specific intent
for ISVs to add value in support of the back to work initiative.
This oﬀer created both opportunity and challenges for a select
group of ISVs: Those that can add incremental value and those
that have a technical team with the knowledge and time to make
fast product innovations onto the new Work.com technology.
Work.com will present three challenges for ISVs:
1)
Identifying the white space to add value into a managed
package you’ve never seen before
2)
Making changes to your App and ensuring that you don’t
break your existing managed package
3)
Having the engineering capacity to meet the Salesforce
marketing deadlines

Benefits:
Ask an Expert

● Low cost subscription service with access
to the teams that built the Work.com
Command Center for Salesforce.

● Experts with the know-how: architects,
front-end and back-end developers, UX
designers, QA, QE, and product owners.

● High-level technical advising.
● Integration patterns consultation.

The ISVs who move quickly gain the opportunity to thrive as
Salesforce makes the back to work push to private and public
sectors.

The Solution:
Over the last 12 years, we have built 10% of the Apps on the
AppExchange. That experience has exposed us to challenging
builds and deep knowledge of how to work with the Salesforce
Platform to support our ISV clients.
For ISVs capable of putting your current backlog on hold but do
not have the know-how of Work.com, we oﬀer Ask An Expert
subscription service. For a small monthly subscription, your team
can raise a question with our team and be answered directly back,
1-on-1 via email or Zoom.
For ISVs with no capacity, we can completely outsource your
product development in order to meet the deadlines.

● Your team does the actual build.
Outsourced Product Development

● CodeScience’s experts can build your
product in collaboration with your product
managers to highlight your value
proposition within the Command Center.
● Completely outsourced and turnkey
design, development, and testing.

Let’s get back to work...

Let’s Talk Back to Work
work@codescience.com

